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Introduction

In case of sampling with varying probabilities andvwithout
replacement Horvitz and Thompson (1952) provided an estimator of
a population total and the variance estimator respectively as

A n

Y= 2 ...(1)

and

ii "mrnw)
where P(/) and P{ij) are respectively the inclusion probabilities of the
unit (i) and the pair of units ((/) in a sample of size n. It is well
known that for samples of sizes greater than two these estimators
are of less practical use because of the tedious algebra involved in
calculating the probabilities P{i) and F{ij) in such cases. As an
alternative we can use the above estimators (1) and (2) in conjunction
with Sen's (1955) method of sampling, which is a generalization of
Midzuno's (1950) method and which consists in selecting only the
first few, say /•, units with varying probabilities and the remaining
(n-r) units with equal probabilities, the selection being without
replacement throughout. For this purpose we require the probabili
ties P{i) and P(ij) for the above sampling plan. Also, if third and

A A A

higher moments of Y and variance of ,the estimator V(Y) given in
(2) are to be found the inclusion probabilities of more than two units
in the sample are essential. In this paper a general formula is derived
in a compact form for obtaining the probability PUi h -Jm) oi
including a specified set UiJ2..Jm) of m units in a sample of size n,
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drawn according to Sen's method and some interesting'particular
cases of this probability are given. The summation of PUih-Jm)
over all the population units excepting the (m—l) units (Jiji- jm-i)
is-shown to be {n—m+1) PUiji—Jm-i) which is in keeping with the
result

-(3)

given by Horvitz and Thompson (1952).

Inclusion Probability

Consider a population of size N with the i-th unit having the
initial selection probability P, for z=l, 2,..., N. Let Q{ij^ h-.-h) be
the probability of selecting a set of r units (zj ij-.-iV) from the popu
lation with initial selection probabilities p. respectively.

Also, let P(n, r) be the probability of selecting a set of specified units
• jm) Containing the set when a sample of size n is

drawn such that any r units of the above set are first selected with
unequal probabilities and the remaining (n—r) units with equal
probabilities, the selection beingwithout replacement throughout.

Then as is shown by Sen (1955)
r

Q(hh...ir)=^^^Pi. Qj. (h-h-lh+i-ir) ...(4)
where dij indicates that the unit is eliminated as a possible selec
tion and

'•)= S , 2('"i h-ir) ...(5)

where % denotes the summation over all the combinations of r
(7I; r)

units out of The first r units selected with varying
probabilities may contain K units of the set (A ./a •••7m) and {r—k)
units of the set {i^ h-- in-nd> where K may be any number from 0 to
m. Hence the probability P{n, r) can be written as

1

" ' k=Q (m; k) {n-m; r~k)
Vn-r)

where as defined earlier, is the probability of select
ing the set of r units (h- ir-kji-h) with respective selection prob-
abilities
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Summing the equation (6) on both sides over all the

samples of size n containing the set (A72...Jm)> we get

1

^(./i-7m)=77r7—Y S S S 2/ -fV I \ n-m) k=0 {m; k) (n—m; r—k)
n~r

1 fN-

;t=0 ^n-m-r+kj
\ n-r)

Qiix-ir-hii-k)

s s
(m\k) {N—m:r'-k)

Qih-Ar-hii-h) ...(7)

But the quantity inside the square brackets is nothing but the
probability P[/c] that exactly/c units of are included in a
sample of size r, drawn with varying probabilities and without
replacement. Let 2r( A--Jji) be the probability of inclusion of the

set (Ji--.jp) in a sample of size r where all the r units are drawn with
varying probabilities and without replacement. The distinction
between QrUi--Jv) ^nd should be carefully noted. Also let

and

5 QrUi-Jv) for p=\,2,...,m
{m; p)

5„=1.

In the above notations, the. probability P[lc\ is given by

\ P )

m—k

p[fc]= a (-ir
p=0

which follows from the eqn. (3'1), p. 96 of Feller (1960).

Substituting from (9) in (7) we obtain

...(8)

...(9)

Pik jm)--
1

m

S
N-

n-rj
...(10)

The coefficient of S,, in the right-hand side of the above equation can
be found to be

i_ " (N-m-r+v^ / u n
—r\ ^,^0 n-m-r-\-y) \u-vj
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This .coefficient simplifies to.

/JS—m—r\

\N—n—u)
'N~r^

n-Vj

after the evaluation of the summation by equating the. coefficients of
qq g|(jgg identity

(1 X(1 -;c)«=(l
Hence the inclusion probability given in (10) becomes

...CM)

since u can take the values from 0 to w.

Special cases :

1. r, some general value

i.e.. Sen's method of sampling
(0 m=l

..(12)

(») W=:2,

{Qr{k)+Qr{m+{N-n){N-n-\)Q,{jJ^)\ ..,(13)
{Hi) m=n,

...(14)

Vn—r)
which is same as that given by Sen(1955).

2. r=2

(0 rn=\,

^0"i)=[^^+{fEi.)e2(A) ...(15)
(n) m = 2,

i'(yj2)=-(jy=2j(F=3) [(«-2X«-3)+{n-2){N-n)
{ !22(A)+e2(A) }+(A^-«)(A^-«-l)22(ya;2)](l6)
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These formulae (15) and (16) for P(A) and P{jJ^ can be shown to
be equivalent to the corresponding formulae given by J. Rao (1961)
in his eqns. (6) and (9) respectively.

(3) r=l i.e., Midzuno's method of sampling

(0 »J=1,

1
P{h)= N-\

(ii) 7n=2,

(n-l)+(iV-«)/yi

PUih) =
("-!)
(JV-1)

n—2 N—n , . .

...(17)

...(18)

It can be seen thatp{h) and/^CjJg) given by eqns. (17) and (18) are
same as those given by Horvitz and Thompson (1952) in their eqns.
(19) and (20) respectively

(4) r=o, m=same general value i.e., equal probability
sampling

/ N—m \

X Vn-m J

'• ) (f:)
as is expected to be.

The summation of the inclusion probability overall
the values ofjm (say) from 1to N excepting the values can
be shown to be equivalent to («—m+l) P(ji-- jm-i)- The eqn. (11)
can be written as

I m i N—r—m\

V ^

, S Qrih-.-U-ik)'
+(m—1; u)

...(20)

where Qrih-•-U-dm) is the inclusion probability of a set of any m
units from Uih ••-U) containing the unit (J„) and 2,(71; •Ju-iJu) is
the inclusion probability of uunits which does not contain the unit
(7m) in a sample of size r.
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Hence,

{f' ,. . , , 1 , '« fN—r—m\s • I ]s[^.r \ a \^N—n—u)
7ra=l „ «=0

\ /

N

S ^ QrUl •Ju-lJm)
(m—!;«—1) J=\

m—1

~/^ ^ !3r(A • (•^~'W+0 S Qr(jl-- ju-lju)(m-1; «-!)/=«

...(21)

As a consequence of the generalization of Horvitz and Thompson's
(1952) result given in (3), the first term inside the square brackets
reduces to

{r-u+l) % Qrih...ju-iju) ...(22)
(w—1; «—1)

Alittle examination will show that the second term inside the square
brackets becomes

(W—1,-«) QriJl •i-jti-ijn) ...(23)

Substituting from (22) and (23) in (21) and simplifying we get

I 1 \N—n—u )

[(r-M+1)

+(^-'"-"+1) Qr{h-..k-xk)\ - (24)
Adding the second part of (A:+l)th term and the first part ofthe
(A:+2)th term of (24) we get

I N-n-u

I
(«—!;«) QrUl'. Ju-iJu)

This is true for all values ofu from o to w—1 and when u=m
the second part of the last term in, (24) will vanish.
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Hence (24) reduces to

Jm = 1
^Jl • ' • ^Jm—1

=0 ^ ' m—1; u

={n-m+\)P{h...U-x) •••(25)
-from eqn. (11).

Proceeding as above or otherwise it can be shown that
S' P(A.. .7m)=«(n -1)... (n-»J+1) .. (26)

where %' stands for the summation over all the permutations of m
units out of N in the population.

The estimator of population total, its variance and the variance
estimator can be easily obtained bysubstituting the values of P(i) and
P{ij) (for desired value of r), evaluated from eqn. (11), in the
corresponding formulae given by Horvitz and Thompson (1952).
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